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1. Introduction 
This paper is a continuation of [12] where stochastic integrals of non-random 
functions relative to real semistable random (r.) measures are defined and spectral 
representations of real semistable processes are obtained. The main purpose of this 
paper is to extend this definition of stochastic integrals relative to the larger class 
of complex semistable and other infinitely divisible (i.d.) r. measures and to obtain 
spectral representations of complex semistable and other i.d. stochastic processes. 
The techniques and methods of proof used here are refinements of those developed 
by us in [12]. This paper is partly motivated by the works of Cambanis [2] and 
Hosoya [5] where spectral representations of complex (symmetric) stable processes 
are considered, As we noted in [12], it is our hope that, as in the stable case (see 
e.g. [1, 3, 4, 5]), the results obtained here and those in [12] would be useful in the 
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study of path properties as well as the prediction and estimation questions for 
semistable and i.d. processes. 
2. Spectral representations of symmetric infinitely divisible processes with discrete 
time parameter 
In this section, we define stochastic integrals relative to real symmetric i.d.r. 
measures and obtain spectral representations for real symmetric i.d. discrete proces- 
ses. These results as well as the corresponding results of [12], for semistable r. 
measures and spectral representations for semistable processes, can be extended to 
the complex case. Since the basic ideas in these extensions for both semistable and 
i.d. cases are similar, we present his extension for the semistable case only. This 
extension constitutes the contents of Section 3. 
We begin by recording some conventions and notations: If T is a topological 
space, then ~(T)  will always denote the Borel o--algebra of T. Throughout, all 
measures on a topological space are assumed to be defined on its Borel sets. I f  B 
is a (real or complex) Banach space, then B* and (-,-) will denote, respectively, 
the dual space of B and the natural duality between B and B*. If /z is a probability 
(p.) measure on a separable Banach space B, then/2 will denote the characteristic 
(ch.) function of/1.; further, if X is a r. vector in B, then ~x will denote the law 
of X. Throughout, the notations A and ~-~(A)  will denote, respectively, an 
interval of R, the reals, and the ring of all bounded sets of A; finally, Lo(O, P) 
Lo(,O, ~, P), as usual, will denote the space of all complex r. variables on a p. space 
(/-2, if, P). 
We are now ready to give the definition of a r. measure: A function M : ~(A)~ 
Lo(O, P) is called a complex independently scattered r. measure (or complex r.measure, 
for short), if, for every sequence {An} of disjoint sets in ~, the r. variables M(An), 
n = 1, 2 , . . . ,  are independent and 
M An = Y'. M(An), (2.1) 
n=l  n=l  
whenever I,_Jn~_-i An belongs to ~, where the series is assumed to converge a.s. If 
the r. variables M(A) are real (resp. symmetric), for every A e ~, then we call M 
to be a real (resp. symmetric) r. measure. Unless stated otherwise, throughout his 
section all r. measures are assumed to be real and symmetric; and, for the sake of 
brevity, we shall often omit the adjectives "real and symmetric". Let now G be a 
measure on A x R such that G(A x . )  is a Lrvy measure on R, for every A e ~. 
Then a r. measure M is called an i.d.r, measure with control measure G if, for every 
tC R, 
~M(A)( t) = exp( -- I IAxR(1--COS ts)G(du, ds) }, (2.2) 
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for every A ~ ~. We note that the right side of (2.2) is indeed the ch. function of a 
real symmetric r. variable with L6vy measure A(B) = ½{G(A x B) + G(A x -B)}. The 
existence of such r. measures with given control measures follows from Kolmogorov's 
extension theorem (see also Remark 4.1 of [12]). 
Remark 2.1. An alternative approach (more in line with the one adopted in [2]) to 
define an i.d.r, measure M would be to say that a r. measure M is an i.d.r, measure 
if M(A) is an i .d.r,  variable, for every A ~ ~. The two approaches are in fact 
equivalent: For if M is an i.d.r, measure in our sense, then clearly M is an i.d.r. 
measure in the alternative sense; conversely, if M is an i .d.r,  measure in the 
alternative sense, and if Fa( ) is the L6vy measure of *L~'MCA), then, using the properties 
of the ch. functions of i.d.r, variables and the Carathe6dory extension theorem, it 
can be shown that the set function F(A x B) - FA(B), A ~ ~, B ~ ~(R) extends to 
a unique measure G to ~(A  x R) satisfying (2.2). However, since this equivalence 
of the two definitions is not needed for our main result (Theorem 2.6), we omit a 
rather long proof of this fact. This remark applies also to the definition of semistable 
r. measures given in the next section. 
We now define stochastic integrals of simple functions relative to an i.d.r, measure: 
Let M be an i.d.r, measure on ~ with control measure G; and le t f=~=l  a~IAj be 
a real simple function on A with compact support. We define ~ f dM, the stochastic 
integral o f f  relative to M, by 
I A j= l  
The ch. function of JA f dM is easy to compute; in fact, 
N 
~Sfd~(t )  = ~Y~=lajM(A,)( t) = 1-I ~M<Aj)( ta~) 
j= l  
(using the independence of M(A1) , . . . ,  M(AN)) 
=j~__lexp[--ffAjxR(m--costaj s)G(dds)] 
:exp[ -~ f fA  (1-costajs)G(du, ds)] 
j= l  j×R 
=exp[-- f faxR{1--COS tsf(u)}G(du, ds)]. (2.4) 
In order to extend this definition of integrals to a larger class of functions f, we 
will need the following basic inequality (2.6), and Proposition 2.3. 
Lemma 2.2. Let 0 < q < 2 and let M be an i.d.r, measure on ~ with control measure 
(3. Assume that 
EIM(A)I q < oo (equivalently f IslqG(A, ds) < oo), (2.5) 
J~ Isl>l} 
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for every A ~ ~ (see [9]). Then, for every real function f with compact support, we have 
E f fdM C 1 s2f2(u)G(du, ds)} q/2 
[sf(u)l<-l} 
+ff{ ]sf(u)lqG(du, ds), (2.6) 
Isf(u)l>l} 
where 
Io°{ fo { } C~ = C ~ dv and C_~= 2q °0 1 -coss  ds. (2.7) V l+q J S l+q 
Proof. Using Tonelli 's theorem, one easily notes that 
E fdM = {1-Re  Ee2~tlfaM}t -~-q dt 
= C 1 -exp-  (1 -cos  2tsf(u))G(du, ds) t -~-q dt 
xR 
Io°[ {II  }] + C 1 -exp-  (1 -cos  2tsf(u))G(du, ds) t - l -q dt Ixf(u)l>l} 
(using the inequality 1 -  e-~',+'9 <~ (1 -e - ' , )+  (1 -  e-'2), for tl, t2~>0) 
Io [ {II  }] ~< C 1 -exp-  2t2s2f:(u)G(du, ds) t -1-q dt [sf(u)l<~ l} 
Io°[fI ] + C (1 -cos  2tsf(u))G(du, ds) t -~-q dt Isf(u)[> l} 
(using the inequalities 1 - cos  0 <~ 02/2 and 1 - e - '  <~ t, fo r  t /> O) 
= C t~- l -q(1 -e  -2~'-) dv s2f2(u)G(du, ds) 
[sf(u)l~l} 
+ C t-~-q{1 - cos 2tsf(u)} dt G(du, ds) 
tsf(u)l> l} 
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(by the substitution v = t{~{lsy(,,~l~}s2f2(u)G(du, ds)} ~/2 in the first term and by the 
Fubini's theorem in the second term) 
= Cl{ f f{l~f(~)l<~l} s2fZ(u)G(du, ds) } q/2 
+f I{  Isf(u)IqG(du'ds); 
Isf(u)l>l} 
by the substitution v = tlsf(u)l in the second term, completing the proof. 
We emphasize the fact that the right side of (2.6) is finite. This follows from the 
facts that, for every Ae~,  G(A, .) is a L4vy measure that EIM(A)[q<oo if and 
only if S{s>l} [slqG(A, ds) < ~ (see e.g. [9]) and that 0 < q < 2. In order to state the 
next result, we need a few more notations: We denote, by ~oq, the function: R ~ R 
defined by 
~pq( t) = t2 I{itl,1} + I tlqI~l,l>,}; 
and, by L~,(A), the space of all measurable functions f :A~R satisfying 
~A×R~Oq(Sf(u))G(du, ds) < oo. Further, we denote, by Lq(12, P) ~ Lq(O, ~, P), the 
usual real Banach space of real r. variables, if 1 <~ q < oo, and the usual real metric 
linear space, if 0 < q < 1. Similar notations will be used for the spaces of real functions 
defined on the measure space (A, ~(A) ,  v), for a given measure z
Proposition 2.3. Let q, M and G be as in Lemma 2.2 and let f e L~q( A ). Let {f,,} be 
any sequence of simple functions with compact supports, satisfying f~ ( u ) ~ f ( u ) and 
IL(u)i <- If(u)l, for all u. Then {qt ( f , ) -  S f  .dM} is Cauchy in Lq(I2, P), and 7"(f), 
the limit of qt(f,,) in Lq(O, P), is independent of the choice of the sequence {f,}; and 
the ch. function of rl"(f) is given by the right side of (2.4). Further, q,'(f) agrees with 
(2.3), if f is a simple function with compact support. 
Proof. We shall apply the inequality (2.6) with f replaced by f . - f ro .  We note 
IS{ Is{f"(u)-f"(u)}IqG(du'ds) 
Is{f,,(u)-f.,(u)}l> 1} 
 ffA ×R dpq(Sfn(u)-Sfm(U))G(du, ds) 
0, as n, m ~ oo, since s{f,(u) - fm(u)}~ 0, as n, m ~ oo, for all (u, s) ~ A x R, ~bq is 
continuous, and 
cbq( sf,( u) - Sfm( U) ) ~ c( q )[ 6q(lsf,( u )[) + G(Isf,,( u )l) ] <~ c( q )2~bq(lsf ( u) l) 
which is integrable with respect o G. Here, we used the following inequalities: 
~bq(a + b) <~ c(q)[ G(lal) + G(I bl)], 
where c(q) = max(2 q, 23-q), and 
cbq( a) <~ 4%( b ), 
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if ]a] ~< [b I. Further, we also have 
ff{isf,,(,,~_sf.,(u~,~,} s2{f"(u)-fm(u)}2G(du'ds) 
<~IIA xR ~q(Sf,(u)-sfm(u))G(du, s)~O, 
as n and rn~c~. It therefore follows from (2.6) that E[qt(fn) - ~( f , , ) [q~0 as n, 
m ~ 0o. Thus, qt(f) ,  the limit of {qt(fn)} in Lq(~, P), exists. Going back to (2.6), 
one can verify that the definition of qt ( f )  is independent of the choice of the simple 
functions fn and that inequality (2.6) holds for all f~ L~,(A). We now compute the 
ch. function of qt(f),  for f~  L~,(A). Since qt(f~)~ qt(f)  in Lq(~, P), we have, 
for every t ~ R, 
=lim._~oo exp[- f f A xR {1-cos tsfn(u)}G(du, ds)] 
=exp[-- f fA×R {1--COS tsf(u)}G(du, ds) 1. 
Here, we used the dominated convergence theorem and the inequalities 
1 -cos  tsf,(u) <~ 2qbq( tSf,(u)) 
<~ 2q~q( tsf(u)) 
<~ 2 max( t 2, [tlq)G(sf(u)). 
Thus, we have shown that (2.4) holds for all f~ L~,,(A). The proof is complete. 
Using the above proposition, we define ~fdM = ~AfdM, the stochastic integral 
off relative to M, for all f ~ L,,,(A ), by j f dM =-- qt(f). As noted in the proposition, 
~fdM is well defined and agrees with the right side of (2.3), i f f  is simple with 
compact support. Further, the ch. function o f~f  dM is given by the fight side of (2.4). 
Remark 2.4. The above definition of stochastic integrals has a point of contact with 
several papers [6, 7, 13, 14, 16]. In order to discuss this relationship, we shall first 
summarize briefly, in the next paragraph, the pertinent definitions and results from 
these papers. Then, in the paragraph following the next, we shall compare the 
different spaces of integrands. Since the integrators in our definition above are the 
(real symmetric) i .d.r, measures, we shall recall the definitions and results from 
these papers related only to such integrators even though in some of these papers 
integrals relative to more general integrators are considered. Further, for simplicity, 
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we take A to be the finite interval [0, T]. Throughout his discussion, unless stated 
otherwise, M and G will denote, respectively, a (real and symmetric) i.d.r, measure 
on A and the control measure of M. Recall that M is called homogeneous, if G is 
of the form 
G = Leb x p, (2.8) 
for some L6vy measure p on R; such r. measures, as is well known, are generated 
by stationary independent increment processes that are continuous in prob. 
Using the vector measure integration techniques, Urbanik and Woyczynski [16] 
defined stochastic integrals of non-random real functions relative to homogeneous 
i.d.r, measures M and have also characterized the space of M-integrable functions 
as a certain Orlicz space. This characterization states: A real valued function f is 
Mointegrable if and only if 
ffA min{1, [f(u)s[ 2} d(Leb x p) < ~. 
xR 
(2.9) 
We denote this space of functions by S~(Lebxp). Essentially in the same spirit, 
Rosinski [13, 14] defined stochastic integrals of vector valued integrands relative to 
those r. measures M whose control measures G are of product type, i.e., G satisfy 
(2.8) with Leb. measure replaced by any other g-finite measure v. Among other 
results, he showed that the above criterion of integrability extends to the case where 
the integrands take values in a separable Hilbert space and the r. measure M has 
product type control measure. We denote the space of such real integrands by 
S~ (v x p). Based more on probabilistic techniques (as opposed to the vector measure 
methods used in the three papers just mentioned), Kallenberg [7] defined and 
studied stochastic integrals of predictable processes realitive to homogeneous i.d. 
r. measures M. Among other results he showed that a predictable process f (., • ) 
is M-integrable if it satisfies the sufficient condition 
fIA n(sf(u)) d(Leb x p) < ~,  a.s. (2.10) xJa 
for some Ja, where Ja = [ -a ,  a], a > 0, n(x) = min{lx[, x 2} and Leb x p is the control 
measure of M. Recently, Hudson [6] has extended this definition and other results 
of [7] to the non-homogenous case. Since, in both of these papers, the control 
measure G satisfies the condition G(A x j c )< ~, the sufficient condition (2.10) for 
M-integrability for non-random real functions in the homogeneous and non- 
homogeneous cases become 
IIA min{1, lf(u)sl 2} Leb(du)xp(ds) 
xR 
+fI{ [ f (u )s lLeb(du)xp(ds )<~ (2.11) 
If(u)sl> I}~{A xJa} 
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and 
f fA min{l" f(u)sl2}G(du' ds) 
xR 
+ff~ ]f(u)s]G(du, ds)<oo, (2.12) 
If ( u )sl> 1 }~{A xJa} 
respectively. We denote the spaces of the functions satisfying (2.11) and (2.12), 
respectively, by S2(Leb x p) and S2(G). Finally, we denote, by So(G, q), the space 
L~,, (A); and we recall that a sufficient condition for a real function f to be integrable 
(relative to M satisfying (2.5)), according to our definition, is that fE  S0(G, q), 
equivalently, 
[f(u)s[2G(du, ds)+ff~ 
1} [f(u)sl> l} 
[f(u)slqG(du, ds) < oo. 
(2.13) 
Since A = [0, T] is a finite interval, ~(A ) = N(A ) and, consequently, G(A x JCl) < oo. 
Therefore, in this case (2.13) is equivalent to 
ffl min{1, [f(u)sl2}G(du, ds)+ f~ 
xR I.f(u)sl>l} 
[f(u)s[qG(du, ds) < oc. 
(2.14) 
Let f be a real measurable function on A. It follows, from looking at various 
definitions in [6, 7, 13, 14, 16], that the integrals S f dM, whenever exist according 
to all four definitions, coihcide. We shall now discuss the relationship among various 
spaces of integrable functions: If M is homogeneous then, from (2.9) and (2.11), 
it follows that 
S2(Leb x p) _c Sl(Leb x p); (2.15) 
further, if M satisfies (2.5) with any q > 0, then, from (2.9) and (2.14), we also have 
So(Leb x p, q) _ S~(Leb x p). (2.16) 
One can construct examples to show that strict inclusions in (2.15) and (2.16) are 
possible (one such example showing that strict inclusion in (2.15) can hold is given 
below). Thus, in the homogeneous case, the results of [16] are optimal. Since, as 
noted in the previous paragraph, the condition (2.9) (with Leb. replaced by a finite 
measure ~,) is necessary and sufficient for a function f to belong to Sl(u×p), it 
follows that the analogs of (2.15) and (2.16) hold with Leb. replaced by ~,. It remains 
to compare the spaces S2(G) and So(G, q) for a general G. Again, clearly, from 
(2.12) and (2.14), we have 
So(G, q)c_ So(G, 1)z  S2(G), 
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if q>~ 1; and if G is of product type (with v finite and p( J~)> 0), it can be shown 
that So(G, 1)= &(G). Finally, if 0 < q < 1, then it seems that Kallenberg condition 
(2.11) is restrictive. In fact, if M is a homogeneous stable r. measure of index a = 1, 
i.e., G=Lebx(dt/t2), then it is easy to show that f satisfies (2.11), for any J~, if 
and only if If[log[f[ belongs to L~(A, Leb); on the other hand, f satisfies (2.9) (or 
equivalently (2.14)) if and only i f f~  LI(A, Leb). Thus, in this case 
S~ Lebx~ gSo Lebx- -  q t2  =$2 Leb t2 ]=L1(A ,Leb) ,  
where 0 < q < 1. 
Remark 2.5. For our main result (Theorem 2.6), we need that our integrators be 
arbitrary (i.e., they are not restricted to those having product ype control measures) 
i.d. (symmetric) r. measures and that the space of integrands be at least as large as 
the space So(G, q) (= L%(A)). Thus, since the integrators r. measures in [7, 13, 14, 
16] are restricted to those having product ype control measures and since, as noted 
above, the spaces of integrands S~(G) considered in [6] may be strictly contained 
in So(G, q), the integrals considered in [6, 7, 13, 14, 16] seem insufficient for our 
purposes. This necessitates the need of including the results concerning stochastic 
integrals here. We do not, however, claim any credit of novelity for our results on 
stochastic integrals except perhaps for the inequality (2.6) which seems new. It is 
worth pointing out here that it is precisely the use of this inequality which makes 
our methods of defining stochastic integrals different and somewhat simpler than 
those used in [13, 14, 16]. Finally, we point out that the similar remarks apply to 
the results concerning stochastic integrals relative to complex semistable r. measures 
considered in the next section. 
In order to obtain spectral representations of symmetric i.d. discrete processes, 
we need to recall a few more facts: Let {Xn} be an i.d. symmetric process in the 
sense that the finite dimensional distributions of {Xn} are all symmetric and i.d. 
Suppose ElXnl <m, n--1, 2, . . . ,  for some q>O. We may (and do) assume that 
q ~ (0, 2). With an = 2"/q(E[Xn[q)l/% we have 
E an Xn <-E la2aXnl q = E a2qEIXnl q 
n=l  n=l  n=l  
oo 
= y. 2 -n<O0.  
n=,  
In other words, {a~lX,}~ 12a.s. and EIl{a IXn}ll q <oo, where I1"11 is the norm in 
12. Let II, = a~lx,, n = 1, 2 , . . . ,  and let/z be the law of { Y,} in 12. Since the finite 
dimensional distributions of { II,} are all symmetric and i.d., it follows, by Tortrat 
[15], that /z is an i .d.p,  measure on 4. Let F be the Lrvy measure of/z. Since 
El l (  Yn}ll q -= J,= Ilxll q d/x(x) < oo, it follows, by Kryglov [9], that ,x,>,llxll q dE(x) < 
oo. Since F is a Lrvy measure on 12, we also have J ,x,<_  llxll = dF(x)  <oo (see e.g. 
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[10]). Thus, we have 
f G(llxll) dF(x )  < oo, (2.17) 
2 
where ~bq :R~R is, as before,the function ~bq(t)= t2I{t,l<_l}+lt[qI~ll,l>l}. 
We are now ready to state and prove the main theorem of this section: 
Theorem 2.6. Let {X,} be a symmetric i.d. process such that E lX,  Iq<oo, n= 
1, 2 , . . .  , for some 0< q <2.  Then there exists a symmetric i.d. random measure M on 
A =- (0, oo) satisfying (2.5) and a sequence of non-random measurable functions {f,} 
on a with f ,  ~ Leo(A) such that {X,} is stochastically equivalent to {~f, dM}. 
Proof. We first construct an appropriate control measure G on A x R. Let 
= O'={x 12:n<llxll< n+l}, 
n+l  
I ,=  n+l '  and I '=(n ,n+l ] ,  
for each n = 1, 2 , . . .  Let {s,} and {s',} be sequences of positive numbers such that 
E s~F(D, )+ E , 2 , (s )  F (D , )  < oo. 
n=i  r l= l  
For each n, let S. : D.  ~ I .  × {s.} and S'. : D'. ~ I'. x {s'.} be Borel isomorphisms. 
Define g : A ~-~ 12 by 
g(u)= 1 S2l(u,s.) ,  if u~I .  




g(u)= ~. , -1  , - - (S , ) ,  (u , s , ) ,  if u~I ' ,  n=l ,2 ,  . . . .  
Sn 
Then g is a Borel map. I f  S : 12-~ A × R is defined by 
S(x)= ( S,(x)  if x ~ D,,  
[S',(x) if xeD ' ,  
n = 1, 2 , . . . ,  and T: A x R ~ 12 is defined by T(u, s) = sg(u), then it is easy to verify 
that TS(x)=x,  for all x~/2 .  We now define G by G = F o S- I ;  where recall F is 
the L4vy measure of/z, the law of Y = { Y,} and Y, = aj lX , .  Note that G is supported 
by the union of the sets I , x{s ,} ,  n=l ,2 , . . . ,and  I ' x{s '} ,  n=l ,2 ,  . . . .  The 
following computation shows that G is indeed the control measure of an i.d. random 
measure M;  
I rA  min{l 's2}G(du'ds)×n 
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oo o~ 
- Y~ min{1, s ]}G( I ,x{s ,} )  + E rain{l, , 2 , - ( s . )  }G( I .  x {s '} )  
n=l  n=l  
= E min{1, s ]}F(D, )  + E min{1, (s ' )2}F(D ") 
n=l  n=l  
<oo, by the choice of {s,} and {s'}. 
A similar calculation shows that Sts> 1~ sqG(A, ds) < ~,  for all A ~ ~ (A). Let M be 
the i .d . r ,  measure with the control measure G on A. By Proposition 2.3, S f dM 
can be defined, for all f~  L~q(A), and the ch. function of ~fdM is given by (2.4). 
The map g : A ~ 12 defined above can be written as g = (gl, g2,. • • ), where, for each 
n, g,, is a measurable map from A into R. We will now show that each g, ~ L~q(A). 
In fact, by the definition of G and by (2.17), we have 
f, f,  , (llrSxll)dV 
2 2 
=ff . 
Thus g,,e L~q(A) and so Ig. dM is defined, for each n = 1, 2, . . . .  
We now show that (Y,,) is stochastically equivalent o (I g, dM) .  Let n be any 
positive integer and t l , . . . ,  t, e T. Then, using Proposition 2.3 and the definitions 
of T, S and gj's, we have 
~(fg, dM ..... fg. dM)(t,, t2 , . . . ,  t,) 
A 
= ~I Z;'_,,jgj riM(l) 
=exp  - 1 -cos  ~ 
xR j= l  
×e {1 -cos( t ,  T(us))}G(du, ds) ]  
(where recall (-, .) is the inner product in 12 and t = (t], t2 , . . .  , tn, O, 0 , . . .  ), 
= ~P(Y,, Y2 ..... y.)( t], t2, . . . , t,). 
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The proof of the theorem is completed by noting that {X, } is stochastically equivalent 
to {Sfn dM}, where fn = ang, (see the proof of Theorem 5.1 of [12]). 
3. Spectral representations of complex semi-stable processes 
In this section, we define the stochastic integrals of non-random complex functions 
relative to r-semistable index a (r-SS(a)) complex r. measures. Using these integrals, 
we obtain the spectral representations of complex r-SS(a) stochastic processes. 
We begin by recording some preliminary definitions, notations and conventions; 
we also record a result which will be needed in the sequel. Additionally, we remind 
the reader that the notations and conventions introduced in the second paragraph 
of Section 2 are in effect in this section as well. 
Throughout his section, r and a will denote, respectively, the real numbers 
satisfying 0< r < 1 and 0 < o~ < 2. In C", the n-product of the complex plane C, the 
sets {z:r~/~'< Izl ~< 1} and {z: Izl--1} will be denoted, respectively, by A, and OSn; 
the set corresponding to An in 12(C) will be denoted by Aoo. For the sake of brevity, 
we refer the reader to [12] for the definition and two characterizations of r-SS(a) 
p. measures on real separable Banach spaces. We also refer to [12] for the definitions 
of two functions k~ and/~ which appear in the representation f ch. functions of 
r-SS(a) p. measures. We may point out that the exact form of these functions is 
not important for us here; however, we will need two inequalities involving these 
functions. These are: if ce ¢ 1, then 
0<Co -= inf Rek~(t)~< sup [k~(t)[-c~<~, (3.1) 
teR\{0} t~R\{0} 
and 
0<c0 = inf /~,~(t)<~ sup /¢,~(t)<~c1<oo, (3.2) 
t~ R\{o} t~ R\{O} 
for all a ~ (0, 2). Now we give several preliminary definitions: Let Z~, . . . ,  Z, be 
n-complex r.variables. We say that Z -- (Z~, . . . ,  Zn ) (respectively, ~z)  is an r-SS(a ) 
r-vector (respectively, an r-SS(a) p. measure on C"), if~fx is an r-SS(a) p. measure 
on R 2n, the 2n-Euclidean space, where X=(Re Z~, ImZ~, . . . ,  Re Z,, Im Z,). 
Further, if ~x  is a strictly r-SS(a) p. measure, then Z and LPz are called, respectively, 
a strictly r-SS(t~) r. vector and a strictly r-SS(a) p. measure. Symmetry of Z and of 
~z  is also defined, in the obvious way, in terms of the symmetry of ~x.  A complex 
stochastic processes {Z,: t  ~ T} is called an r-SS(c~) (respectively, a strictly r-SS(c~)) 
process if, for every positive integer n and q , . . . ,  tn ~ T, (Z , , , . . . ,  Z,,) is an r-SS(o~) 
(respectively, a strictly r-SS(o0) r. vector. Symmetric omplex r-SS(a) processes are 
defined in the obvious way. Just as in the real case, a complex r-SS(c~) process, 
a ~ 1, can be written as the sum of a non-random function and a strictly r-SS(a) 
process; similar remark applies to r-SS(a) p. measures in C". In view of this, we 
shall restrict our attention in this section only to strictly complex r-SS(c~) processes 
and measures; and, for brevity, we shall delete the qualifying "strictly" throughout. 
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The following result is a straightforward consequence ofTheorem 3.1 and Proposi- 
tion 3.4 of [12]; as noted in the beginning of this section, it will be needed in the 
sequel. It is included here for completeness ( ee also [8]). 
Theorem 3.1. LetZ = {Z, : n = 1, 2 , . . .  } be a sequence of complex r-SS(a) r. variables 
with a ~ 1 satisfying 
co 
2 Iz, I 2<°° a.s., 
n=l  
then ~z, the ch. function of ~z  in 12( C ), is given by 
 z(y) = [Re(z,Y)['~k~(Re(z,y))F(dz)}, (3.3) 
for every y ~ 12(C)*, where F is a finite measure on Aoo. I f  Z is symmetric, then ~z is 
given by the right side of (3.3) with k,~ replaced by k~ and this holds for all a including 
0 l~1.  
Conversely, if F is a finite measure on A~ and a # 1, then right side of (3.3) is the 
ch. function of the law of a complex r-SS(a) process Z with values in 12(C); further, 
if F is symmetric and k~ is replaced by k~ then right side of (3.3) is the ch. function 
of the law of a complex (symmetric) r-SS(a) process Z in 12( C ) and this holds for all 
a ~ (0, 2). Moreover, F is uniquely determined by ~z and is called the spectral measure 
of e . 
A version of Theorem 3.1 obviously holds for a process Z with values in C". This 
fact will be needed, while defining complex r-SS(a) r. measures. We also note that 
a version of Theorem 3.1 holds for symmetric and non-symmetric complex stable 
index a( S( a ) ) r. variables. 
Now we are ready to define a complex r-SS(a) r. measure: Let M be a complex 
r. measure on ~(A) ,  then M is called a complex r-SS(a) r. measure, a ~ 1, with 
control measure G (on ~(A  x A1) , if, for every A~ ~, 
"~M(a~(z)=exp-{ f IA×,al Re zff~l'~k~(Re zw)G(du, dw)} 
= exp-{ I ,a  [Re z~l'~k,~(Rez#)G(A, dw)}, (3.4) 
1 
for every z ~ C, where G is a Borel measure on A x A~ such that the marginal 
measure 1,(. ) = G(- x A1) is finite for every Borel set in ~. If G(A x. ) is symmetric 
measure on A~, for every A ~ ~, and k,~ is replaced by /~,  then M(A) is symmetric 
for every A; the corresponding r. measure M is called a complex symmetric r-SS(a) 
r. measure. If in (3.4) k,~ is replaced by h,~(t)~ 1- i sgn  (t) tan 7ra/2 and A~ by 
0S;, one obtains the definition of a complex S(a ), a ~ 1, r. measure with control 
measure (3. The definition of complex symmetric S(a)  r. measures can now be given 
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by making obvious changes in the corresponding definitions of complex symmetric 
r-SS(a) r. measures. The existence of these r. measures with given control measures 
follows from Kolmogorov's existence theorem. If M is a complex r-SS(a) r. measure 
on ~(A) ,  then throughout G will denote the control measure of M and v will 
denote the marginal of G on ~(A).  
Next we proceed to define the stochastic integrals of complex functions relative 
to complex r-SS(a) r. measures: Let M be an r-SS(a) complex r. measure on (A, ~)  
and let f be a simple function with compact support; then ~A fdM-S f  dM, the 
stochastic integral o f f  relative to M, is defined by the formula (2.3). In order to 
extend this integral for a larger class of functions, we will need a result (Proposition 
3.2) similar to Proposition 2.3. 
We recall, from the previous section, the notations L~(A, v) and Lq(ff2, P). In 
this section, these will denote the corresponding spaces of complex functions. 
Further, we shall denote, by L(A),  the space of all complex Q-measurable simple 
functions on A. 
Proposition 3.2. Let M be an r-SS(a) ~ # 1 r. measure on ~ ( A ) with control measure 
G, and 0<q<a.  Then the one to one linear map gt : L(A )~--> Lo([2, P), defined by 
gt(f)  =~fdM,  extends uniquely to a linear and topological isomorphism ~ from 
L~(A, v) onto a subspace of Lq(~, P); in fact, one has the inequality: 
Co(j" [fl u dr) q/~' <~ Elff'(f)[ q Ifl dr) (3.5) 
for every f ¢ L~ (A, v), where Co and CI are finite positive constants independent of 
M, v, and f Further, r~(f) is an r-SS(a) r. variable and has the ch. function 
~(:)(z)=exp- [Rezf(u)w[ k (Rezf(u)w)a(du, dw) , (3.6) 
×A 1 
for every z c C. 
Proof. The basic idea of the proof is similar to the corresponding result in the real 
case (Theorem 4.2 of [12]). The only new thing in the complex case is the proof of 
the inequalities (3.5), for f~  L(A). We give the proof of these inequalities in the 
following and refer the reader to [12] for the rest of the proof. 
Let f~  L(A). Set M1 = Re M, M E = Im M, and fl -- Re f, f2 = Imf. Further, let 
gti(fs) = Sf  dMs, i, j -- 1, 2. Then, we observe, from (3.4), that 
,A 
~Fq,,(f,)(t) = E{exp i t~t l ( f l )}  
=exp- -{ f~A [Re tfl(u)ff ['*k (Retfl(u)g,)G(du, dw)}, 
xA I 
(3.7) 
for every t ~ R. Now we prove the second half of the inequalities (3.5): Recalling 
(from (2.7)) that C -* =2 q S~o s- l -q(1-cos)  ds and using (3.7) and the inequalities 
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(3.1), it follows, as in the proof of the second half of the inequalities (4.9) of [12], 
that 
El~,( f , ) l  q~<C' If, l ~ dr}  . (3.8) 
where 
C'=C[ f~s- l -q{1- (1  Cl(2S)'~)e-Ct(2s)"}d s 
+ fa s--lmq{1-- (1 cl(~)~)e-Co(ES)~}ds], 
and Co, c1 are constants as in (3.1), and d = c1~/"2 ~1/2~)-1. We get inequalities similar 
to (3.8), for each El ~,(fj)l ~, i,j = 1, 2, with the same constants C'. Hence, using the 
inequality IE~=I asl q <~ 4q(Elasl ~) for complex numbers, the fact Ifsl <~ Ifl,J = 1, 2, and 
the identity 
qt( f )  = ~( f l ) -  qtdf2) +iqq(f~) +i0,(f2), 
one obtains 
E ]~( f ) '  q<~ C I ( I  a ]f"~ dr) q/'~ 
where 
C1 = C'4 q+]. 
To prove the other half of the inequalities for simple functions, we use a contra- 
positive argument. Suppose the inequality is not true; then we can find a sequence 
{g.} of (complex) simple functions with compact support such that 
El~(g.)lq <n-l(f lg~l~ dv) q/~ 
for every n=l ,2 ,  . . . .  Set h.=g.(~lg.l°dv)-'/% then ~a lh . l~dv=l  and 
El ~P(h,)l q < n -1, for each n. Hence ~(h,,) --> 0 in prob., as n --> oo; therefore 
-log ,Re zhn u w,o  .o zhn o)w)  du, dw, 0 
xz~ l 
as n ~ oo, for every z. This, in turn, implies (recall, if t # 0, Re (k~(t)) >i Co, see (3.1)) 
f fA×al 'Re zh.(u)w'~G(du, w)~0, 
as n-> oo, for every z. Hence, using the fact that 
I IA 'Re zh"(u)w'~G(du' dw) <~'z"~" 
×A 1 
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and the dominated convergence theorem, we have 
f {ffa×A lRezh.(u)wl G(du, dw)}  
This, along with the identity 
f dz ful,~e_.~/2dux/_f~w IRe za[ exp-½lzl2 - =la[ [ 
and an interchange of integrals imply 
l imf f  A [h,(u)wl~G(du, dw) =0. 





But, as [w[ I> r '/~, (3.9) contradicts the fact that Salh,,(u)[ ~ dv = 1, for all n. Thus, 
the left side of (3.5) must hold for all (complex) simple functions for a suitable Co. 
This completes the proof. 
As in Section 2, we define, for every f~  L,~(A, v), SA fdM =-- S fdM,  the stochastic 
integral o f f  relative to M, by SAf dM= ~( f ) .  It follows, from the above proposition, 
that ~a f dM is well defined that ~hYdM is given by the right side of (3.6) and that 
#A f dM coincides with (2.3) when f is simple with compact support. We note also 
that the above proposition is stated and proved for arbitrary (not necessarily 
symmetric) complex r-SS(a) r. measures M with a # 1; if, in addition, M is 
symmetric, then the above result holds, with essentially the same proof, for all 
0< a <2. (It is in this context that inequalities (3.2) are needed). Thus in the 
symmetric ase ~A f dM is defined for all 0< a <2. A result corresponding to 
Proposition 3.2, when M is a complex non-symmetric S(a) r. measure and a ~ 1 
or when M is a complex symmetric S(a) r. measure and 0< a <2, can be proved 
using similar methods. As above, this version of Proposition 3.2 can be used to 
define stochastic integrals relative to such r. measures. 
Let T be an arbitrary index set and let Z = {Z,:t~ T} be a complex r-SS(a) 
process which is Lq(O, P) separable; i.e., there exists a countable subset {t,} of T 
such that Z is contained in the Lq(O, P)-closure of the space generated by {Zt.; n = 
1, 2, . . .  }, where 0 < q < a. We shall now obtain a spectral representation f such a 
process Z. In view of Proposition 3.2 above and the proof of Theorem 5.1 of [12], 
it is sufficient o obtain a suitable spectral representation of a discrete complex 
r-SS(a) process {Z,} satisfying ~ Z Y.,=I[ ,[ 2<°°  a.s. This is done in the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 3.3. Let Z = {Z.} be a complex r-SS(a) process atisfying 
oo  
y, [Z.[ 2 < c~ a.s., (3.10) 
n=l  
which is assumed symmetric if o~ = 1; and let A be any interval of R. Then there exists 
a complex r-SS(a) r. measure M on ~(A)  (which is symmetric i fZ  is symmetric) and 
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a sequence {f,} of functions in L,~(A, ~) such that Z is stochastically equivalent o 
{~f, dM}; further, M can be taken a real r-SS(a) r. measure, if one so desires. 
Proof. We prove the theorem when Z is arbitrary (not necessarily symmetric) 
r-SS(a) process and a ~ 1. The proof in the case when Z is, in addition, symmetric 
and 0 < a < 2 follows similarly. 
Using (3.10) and Theorem 3.1 we have that ~z, the law of Z in 12(C), is an 
r-SS(a) p. measure. Let F be the spectral measure of ~z on /too (see Theorem 3.1). 
Let ( f l , f2 , . . . )  be a Borel isomorphism from A onto /too [10]; and let T(u, w) -- 
(f~(u)w, f2(u)w, . . .  ); note that T:A  x A 1 onto A" = {x ~/2(C): r 2/'~ < [[x]] ~< 1}. Let 
F'  be the obvious extension of F to A" and S be any F'-completion measurable 
map: A '~A x A~ satisfying TS(x)=x a.e. [F'] (that such maps exists is a con- 
sequence of von Neumann's measurable choice theorem (see [11, p. 69]); one such 
specific map is given below). Finally, let G = F'o S -1, and let M be the r-SS(a) r. 
measure with control measure G. 
Let n be fixed, and let Z l , . . . ,  z, be n-complex numbers. We must prove 
~(z, ..... z,,)(zl , . . . ,  z,,)= .~(.[f,d~ ..... If,, dM)(Z,,..., Z,,). (3.11) 
Let Y=(Y l ,Y2 , . . . )~  12(C) be such that yi=zj, l<~j<~n,y~=O, j>  n; then, from 
Theorem 3.1, the left side of (3.11) is 
= exp-{ /a  o~ 'Re(y'x)'~k'~(Re(y'x))F(dx)}" (3.12) 
A 
But the right side of (3.11) is equal to ~I(~;5, ej~)dM(1), which, by the definitions of 
G and M and (3.6), 
=exp- -{ f fa×a * Rej~=lZJ£(U)W '~k,~ (Rej=~ zsfj(u)w)G(du, dw) } 
exp-{f~'Re(y ,x) ]~k~(Re(y ,x) ) l - ' (dx)}  • 
Since this last expression is equal to (3.12), the proof of the first part is complete. 
Now we shall give two essentially different proofs showing that the r. measure 
M can betaken real. Define S1: Zaoo~ A x A 1 by Sl(x) = S~(f~(u),f2(u),. . .  ) = (u, 1); 
then $1 satisfies all the properties required of the map S above. The corresponding 
measure G~ = F o S~ -1 is concentrated on A ×{1}; and if M t denotes the r-SS(a) r. 
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measure with control measure G~, then M~(A)'s are real r-SS(a) r. variables. This 
follows, since 
~-~MI(A)(Z)----exp--{I fA [Re zw[~k,~(Re zff~)G(du, w)} 
x{l} 
= exp-{O(A x {1})IRe zl'~k~ (Re z)}. 
Now one shows, as above, that Z is stochastically equivalent to {Sf. dM1}. Another 
proof of arriving at a similar representation is by using the spectral representation 
of a real r-SS(a) process obtained in [12]. This proof is completely independent of 
the results of this paper; Let X. = Re Z., Y. = Im Z.. Then {X.} u { Y.} is a real 
r-SS(a) process, and hence, using Theorem 5.1 of [12], there exist real functions 
f . ,  g., n = 1, 2 , . . .  on A and a real r-SS(a) r. measure M2 on A such that {X.}u {Y.} 
is stochastically equivalent to {Sf. dM2}u{~ag, dMz}. Then, clearly, {Z.} is 
stochastically equivalent to {~ (f. + ig.) dM2}. This completes the proof. 
As we have noted above, our methods can be used to define stochastic integrals 
relative to complex non-symmetric and symmetric S(o~) r. measures. This fact along 
with a version of Theorem 3.3 for complex S(a) processes, yield the spectral 
representations of all complex non-symmetric and symmetric S(c~ ) separable proces- 
ses, provided, in the non-symmetric case, a# 1. Thus yielding all known spectral 
representations for stable processes (see e.g. [2, 5]). 
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Note (added on May 10, 1987) 
During the period this paper was in the process of being refereed and revised, 
B. Rajput and J. Rosinski wrote a paper entitled "Spectral representations of i.d. 
processes" (SRP, for short). In this paper, they have addressed the problem of 
obtaining spectral representations for arbitrary (not necessarily symmetric) con- 
tinuous parameter real i.d. processes. They, adopting the methods of vector measure 
integration techniques (much on the same line as is done in [13, 14, 16]), have 
defined stochastic integrals of non r. functions relative to arbitrary (not necessarily 
symmetric) real i.d.r, measures. Using this and a factorization of a Lrvy measure 
on 12 in terms of a finite measure on 0S, the unit ball of/2, and a family of Lrvy 
measures on R, they have obtained spectral representations of "most" continuous 
parameter real i.d. processes that are separable in prob. This result completes and 
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improves considerably our Theorem 2.6 for the real case. We may, however, point 
out that our methods, both for the development of stochastic integrals (see Remarks 
2.4 and 2.5) and for the proof of the spectral representations (even in the real case), 
are different than those used in (SRP). In view of this and in view of the fact that 
the main theme of our present paper is to address the question of spectral representa- 
tions for complex processes (as opposed to (SRP) which deals exclusively with the 
real case), the paper (SRP) only complements our paper and does not diminish its 
significance in any way. 
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